Inequality & Methods Workshop
Spring 2013 — Fridays — 12:15 to 1:30 — MPC Seminar Room — Open to Everyone — Snacks Will be Served

Feb 1
Hollie Nyseth Brehm & Chris Uggen
Age, Sex, and the Crime of Genocide

Feb 8
Marie DeRousse-Wu
Assimilation and Exclusion: Work Status Outcomes for Immigrants to France at the Dawn of the Twenty-First Century

Feb 22
Stefanie Lightner, Eric Grodsky (Wisconsin), & Andy Halpern-Manners
The Returns to College: a Reassessment of Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

Mar 1
Wen Fan
Costs of Coming of Age during China’s Cultural Revolution? Education Attainment and Midlife Health

Mar 8
Caren Arbeit & Christopher Weiss (NYU)
Do Non-Traditional Patterns of Mothers' School Attendance Benefit Children's Educational Outcomes?

Mar 15
J. Michael Oakes
Identification Problems in Health Disparities Research

Mar 29
Sheela Kennedy and Larry Bumpass (Wisconsin)

Apr 5
[ Practice PAA Presentations --- Presenters & Titles to Be Announced ]

Apr 19
Steve Ruggles, Liz Boyle, & Sarah Flood
New(er) MPC Data Products: Introduction to and Updates on (1) IPUMS-CPS, (2) The Integrated Demographic and Health Surveys, (3) Terra Populous, and (4) MPC’s Collaborations with Ancestry.com

Apr 26
Jack Lam
The Long Arm of the Life Course: Adolescent Experiences as Precursors to the Evaluation of Job Security in Early Adulthood?
---and---
Jeylan Mortimer
Ongoing Youth Development Survey Research on Inequality and Attainment Processes

May 10
Meredith Kleykamp (Maryland) and Alair Maclean (Washington State), and Rob Warren
Institutional Change and the Consequences of Military Service: Evidence from the CPS

[ Please email Rob Warren (warre046@umn.edu) with questions or suggestions ]